




Wallpapers on digital printing 
furnish a single wall, not 
necessarily the whole room 
any longer



The drawing proposed represents a big image in which 
every single stripe that composes the product is 
different from the other, as in a great painting!!

The chosen design is always adapted to the 
width and the height of the final customer’s 
wall, thus every product is custom-made.







Thanks to the new supports, there is the possibility to install 
the wallpaper in bathrooms, showers, kitchens or to cover 
restaurant tables and bar counters.



Maximum production flexibility:

It is possible to modify some details or 
introduce new graphic details, to modify the 
chromatic shade of the colours, namely to 
change the colour of the Pantone’s palette 
(1144 variations of colours).







There is the possibility to work on a 100% 
personalised product, if the costumer provides:

a. A vector format file which can potentially be 
extended without problems of granular texture
b. A high-resolution file (minimum 80 dpi in full-scale) 
in case of photographs or bitmap images







The retailer or distributor should no longer buy rolls which 
foment the unsold merchandise of the stock but buys only on 
sales. 



Easy intervention for potential removal of the 
wallpaper compared to the traditional one!







- -





We are the only company in Italy 

producing wallpapers on digital 

printing which prints on 5 different 

materials and doesn’t use glass fibre 

in bathrooms and kitchens. 



SMOOTH MATERIAL = 100% NON WOVEN FABRIC, weight 200 g/sqm, 
rolls width 98 cm.
Not washable, use a damp rag to clean it.
Ecological and PVC, heavy metals and glass fibre free. Since it doesn’t 
contain vinyl, it lets the wall perspire. Very interesting for domestic use 
thanks to its competitive price and perspiration. 



EMBOSSED COATED VINYL, weight 350-360g/sqm: it is a NON-WOVEN MATERIAL 
combined with a vinylic frontal that makes the product perfectly washable, 
antistatic, antibacterial and disinfectable: the stripe is normally 104 cm wide. It is 
undoubtedly our best-seller material, thanks to its price performance: we believe 
to have, at present, the most competitive price of the market on this type of 
support.



OPALESCENT, it is a NON-WOVEN MATERIAL combined with a frontal 
composed of mica and mineral elements which make the material 
washable despite the lack of a vinylic frontal. 
Weight: 250 g/sqm, stripes width: 91 cm.
This type of support is very appreciated by architects and designers since it 
doesn’t have the plastic effect to the touch that normally all vinylic
supports have. It seems rather an aged-look paper like rice paper.



WOVEN VINYL, thickness 1,2 mm, weight 620 g/sqm.
It is the most technical of the 5 materials that Skinwall employs.
Flame retardant, class 1 (=B-s1 d0), water-resistant, extremely high shock and 
rip resistance (very important feature for critical places such as hotel halls, 
hallways or bar counters).
The stripe is 98 cm wide. Furthermore, it is a perfectly washable material.



SILK, it’s the most precious and expensive but also the most delicate among 
the 5 supports of Skinwall.
The combination between 50% silk and 50% Trevira (synthetic fibre) makes 
the wallpaper flame retardant, class 1 (=B-s1 d0).
Weight 300-355 g/sqm. Stripe width: 137 cm.
Silk isn’t washable, it can only be cleaned using mineral natural water and a 
damp rag. Do not use detergents.



QUOTE REQUEST 
PROCEDURE!!!



Customers must choose an item and, if there are more than one, its specific 
variation, for example «wallpaper 62A or 62B or 62C»; They must provide us
with the net dimensions of the wall: width and height. Lastly, they must 
communicate the type of support on which they want the design to be printed. 

The price changes according to the material/support, not according to the 
design; therefore, since we have 5 materials, we have 5 different prices per sqm

Every design of the collection is proposed and showed in the catalogue with reference
measures of 5m (width) x 3m (height) but there is always the possibility to adapt the 
width and the height of the design to full-scale measures of the wall of the customer.



Customer wall: 360 width and 260 height, 

SMOOTH material, width of each stripe: 98 cm.

Solution A: we print on the whole surface of 392 cm (4 stripes), adapting the original design of 

5m to a smaller wall. The off-cuts will be approximately of 32 cm, divided 
between the first and the last stripe, and will be cut by the assembler. 

Solution B: the customer doesn’t want to adapt the design to the wall that, in such case, it’s 

smaller than the original design, but he/she wants the design to be exactly 
centred and adapted to a wall which measures 360 cm: the customer doesn’t 
want to shrink the details of the original design.
Therefore, 140 cm of the original design won’t be present in the final render. 
Even so, 5 printed cm to the left and 5 cm to the right will be left for the 
assembler: the printed surface will be of 370 cm but the client will pay for 392 
cm; the rest of the stripes will be supplied white, not printed.

EXAMPLE 1 







Customer wall: 360 width and 260 height, 
EMBOSSED COATED vinyl material (350 g/sqm), width of each stripe: 104 cm.

Solution A: we print on the whole surface of 416 cm (4 stripes), adapting the original design of 
5m to a smaller wall. The off-cuts will be approximately of 56 cm, divided between 
the first and the last stripe, and will be cut by the assembler. 

Solution B: the customer doesn’t want to adapt the design to the wall that, in such case, it’s 
smaller than the original design, but he/she wants the design to be exactly centred 
and adapted to a wall which measures 360 cm: the customer doesn’t want to shrink 
the details of the original design. Therefore, 140 cm of the original design won’t be 
present in the final render. Even so, 5 printed cm to the left and 5 cm to the right will 
be left for the assembler: the printed surface will be of 370 cm but the client will pay 
for 416 cm; the rest of the stripes will be supplied white, not printed.

EXAMPLE 2 







In each project 10 cm of height are added to 
the original height of the wall, for every 
possible out of square wall.  
Minimum order: approx. 3,92/sqm or 
minimum two 2 m high stripes.
It means that we can print also 1 sqm but 
the customer will always find in the invoice 
the cost of di 3,92/sqm.



THESE ARE THE 
STEPS TO 
FOLLOW FOR 
PROPER 
APPLICATION OF 
THE WALLPAPER



1° STEP

The wall must be made of cement, be shaven 

and an acrylic fixative must be applied in 

order to avoid dust; if there are little holes, it 

is necessary to plaster the surface in 

advance.



1° STEP

In the case of installation on wood panels, 

preferably MDF panels, raw particle panels or 

plasterboard walls: a hand of levelling base coat 

must be applied before the glue is spread out,



ACCESSORIES FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE 

INSTALLATION SUPPORT

WHITE TOP STUK
Powdered plaster for internal use, ventilated 
alabaster-based with a good filling ability, ideal 
for the stucco work and the shaving of mural 
surfaces. 

ACRYLIC FIXATIVE
Primer for professional use, acrylic resin and high 
quality additives-based that give them good insulating 
capacity, good penetration and consolidating ability. It 
is suitable for all the locations with the exception of 
bathrooms and showers.



Adhesive for the application of any kind of mural covering: wallpaper, 

glass fibre and non-woven fabric.

TECHNICAL DATA:

Consistency: creamy paste.

Colour: white.

Waiting time: 0-10 minutes.

Open time: 30 minutes.

Storage: 12 months. It fears frost.

EMICODE: EC1 Plus – extremely low emissions.

Application: spatula n. 1, TKB A1 or roller.

Consumption: 150-250 g/m².

Packaging: 20 and 5 kg bins.

Synthetic resin-based Primer in aqueous dispersion only for bathrooms 

and showers.

TECHNICAL DATA:

Consistency: liquid.

Colour: light blue.

Dilution ratio: from 1:1 to 1: 3 with water depending on the absorption of 

the support.

Drying time: 2 hours depending on the dilution and the absorption of the 

support.

Application: brush.

EMICODE: EC1 – extremely low emissions.

Storage: 24 months. It fears frost.

Consumption: 0,1-0,2 kg/m² depending on the use.

Packaging: 25-10-5 tanks and 12x1 kg packs



ACCESORIES FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE 

WALLPAPER

UPHOLSTERER’S TABLES



ACCESORIES FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE 

WALLPAPER

UPHOLSTERER’S RULER

UPHOLSTERER’S SCISSORS

SPATULAS FOR UPHOLSTERY APPLICATION



ACCESORIES FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE 

WALLPAPER

RUBBER ROLLER

ALUMINIUM BOX CUTTER



In the case of wardrobe doors: it is not possible 

to apply the wallpaper on melamine film, but it 

is necessary to work the surface of the 

wardrobe with sandpaper in order to create 

more grip for the glue. Then, clean the brush to 

remove the dust.

It is also necessary to have the dimensions and 

the thickness of each single door.

Our office will carry out the project for each 

door of the wardrobe in order to insert the 

wallpaper also in the internal thickness and, at 

the same time, to provide continuity to the 

design, even when the doors are closed.



In the case of tiles of bathrooms and kitchens: it is not necessary to remove them but a 

Primer must be used as fixative, then the grout lines among the tiles must be filled with the 

plaster and, lastly an acrylic fixative such as the Mapei Primer G  for damp environments. 



2° STEP

CONTROL OF THE PROJECT

2.1
Verify if the wall dimensions and the 
graphic drawing correspond; check if 
the rolls quantity is sufficient for 
covering the whole wall.



2° STEP

2.2
The rolls have some abundances: 
10 cm in height that must be 
subdivided into 5 cm at the bottom 
and 5 cm at the top. 
In the first and in the last stripe 
there will be also the lateral 
abundances whose dimensions 
depend on the relation between the 
wall and the number of rolls. These 
lateral abundances are reported on 
the stripes through a red line: this 
line, that is outside the graphic 
design, helps to verify if the 
application, the embossing and the 
measurements were carried out 
correctly.

The white hatching is 
indicative, it is not 
printed on the rolls. 

The red line, printed outside the 
graphic design, is the one which 
gives us the measure of the lateral 
abundance.



2° STEP

2.3
Once the material is verified, and the installation plan and the corresponding 
graphic drawing are sent and approved by the customer, it is necessary to mark 
the area that must be covered with the Vinyl rolls. Identify the centre of the 
wall using the meter stick and the laser level and proceed as follows, depending 
on the number of rolls:

IF THE ROLLS ARE ODD
Start applying the central roll and 
mark on the wall its position.

IF THE ROLLS ARE EVEN
It means that we will have a joint 
between the two rolls, so it is 
possible to start applying anyone 
of the two identified rolls, 
marking on the wall its position.



3° STEP

APPLICATION OF THE ADHESIVE

The glue is calculated on the surface 
that must be covered. The quantity of 
water with which the glue must be 
diluted is indicated on the envelope. 
Pour the glue in a container and then 
add water. Blend continuously to 
avoid clumps. For a better result, 
prepare it 24 hours before the 
application.  
Once the glue is ready, spread it out 
homogeneously using a roller, one 
stripe by one. 



4° STEP

APPLICATION OF THE ROLLS

4.1
Apply the central stripe perpendicularly, leaving the abundance of 
approximately 5 cm both in the ceiling side and the floor side. Help yourself 
using the spatula and being careful not to ruin the vinyl paper. Repeat this 
operation for every stripe.  



4° STEP

4.2
Once the application is ended, cut the 
excess using the box cutter. 

Carrying out the 
application as per 
the instructions, we 
will have 5 cm of 
upper abundance to 
remove with the 
box cutter.

The red line, 
printed outside 
the graphic 
design, gives us 
the measure of 
the lateral 
abundance that 
must be 
removed with 
the box cutter.

Carrying out the 
application as 
per the 
instructions, we 
will have 5 cm 
of lower 
abundance to 
remove with 
the box cutter.



5° STEP

FINISHING TOUCH

With a not-abrasive 
sponge, clean possible 
residues of glue with 
water.



APPLICATION OF THE WALLPAPER IN BATHROOMS, SHOWERS OR KITCHENS, ONLY FOR VINYL 
NON-WOVEN FABRICS

(EMBOSSED COATED 350-360 gr. And WOVEN VINYL 620 gr.)

1. In the case of tiled walls: fill the space among the tiles and shave 
until smooth.
2. Apply a specific Primer for damp environments (e.g. Primer G 
Mapei).
3. Apply the paste glue for damp environments (e.g. Texreco S ACM).
4. Apply the wallpaper and leave to dry for one day.
5. Apply the Skinwall waterproof KIT which makes the paper water-
resistant.

A. Always shake before use. Apply the first hand of polyurethane 
resin RS 569 with the special sponge or short-haired roller. Wait 
for about half an hour or the complete drying of the material.

B. Apply the second hand in the opposite way compared to the first 
one.

C. Always shake before use. Half an hour after the second resin 
treatment when the surface is dry, apply the hand of 
polyurethane wax. Wait for 24 hours before wetting the 
wallpaper. 

N.B.: it is always necessary to provide the water fittings (shower, WC, 
bidet, sink) in order to position the stripe cut in the correct way.






